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General

Admission
Quantity SACHF Members Quantity

Students 

CLU Faculty/Staff
Quantity Total

Friday Gala Reception $15 $15 $15 $

Friday & Saturday Program $65 ($60 by Jan. 20) $50 ($45 by Jan. 20) Free registration $

           Friday Program Only $25 ($20 by Jan. 20) $20 Free registration $

           Saturday Program Only $50 ($45 by Jan. 20) $40 ($35 by Jan. 20) Free registration $

Saturday Luncheon (limited seating; tax & service included) $15 $15 $15 $

Saturday Dinner (limited seating; tax & service included)

Dinner Choice:         Beef           Salmon            Vegetarian
$40 $40 $40 $

The Works: Programs, Meals & Reception $135 ($130 by Jan. 20) $120 ($115 by Jan. 20) $70 (Meals & Reception) $

Please enroll me (us) as SACHF members, $40 per individual, $60 household $

Enclosed is my check payable to Scandinavian American Cultural & Historical Foundation or SACHF $

FRIDAY, FEB. 7, 2020

Scandinavian Center - 26 Faculty Street, Thousand Oaks

5:30 – 6:30 p.m. Gala Reception. 
Reservations requested - Admission is $15.

Samuelson Chapel - California Lutheran University

6:15 – 7:00 p.m. Registration
7:00 – 9:30 p.m. Program

Riders on the Storm; Riders at the Door: The Nordic 
Legends of the Wild Ride - Terry Gunnell, Ph.D., Professor of 
Folkloristics, University of Iceland, Reykjavik

In a blend of academic discussion and storytelling, Prof. Gunnell will 

introduce legends of the Wild Ride and the differences between the 

southerly types telling of a single rider chasing a supernatural woman 

and the northerly types in which the ride is made up of troll-like beings 

and the dead, led by a female figure.

Essential and Optional Magic in Finnish Daily Life: 
The Logic of Spells and Incarnations in the Era before 
Magic Denial - Thomas DuBois, Ph.D., Halls-Bascom Professor of 
Scandinavian Studies and Folklore, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Prof. DuBois will discuss the uses of magic in agrarian Finland, wherein 

magic was as ubiquitous in the nineteenth century as cellphones are 

today. Being good at magic also meant that one might be suspected of 

doing ill—particularly if a neighbor, or a neighbor’s cow, suddenly took 

ill.

Friday evening admission is $25 (reception not included);  

FREE for students, Cal Lutheran faculty and staff.

SATURDAY, FEB. 8, 2020

Samuelson Chapel - California Lutheran University

8:15 a.m.      Registration
9:00 a.m. – 5:15 p.m.      Program, Breaks and Lunch

Folk Legends as Cultural Tools for Exploring the 
Boundaries of Reality - Ulf Palmenfelt, Ph.D.,  
Professor Emeritus of Cultural Anthropology, Uppsala University, 
Gotland Campus, Visby, Sweden

Attitudes toward life and morality were expressed in Swedish folk 

legends about supernatural beings. With the vättar, the little people 

under the earth, humans had to develop a friendly neighborship. The 

nisse in the barn secretly regulated distribution of luck within the village. 

The skogsrå, the forest spirit, controlled everything that took place 

within her territory. Deep inside the forests or in the mountains lived the 

trolls, who were as ugly, as evil, and as stupid as the people in the next 

parish.

The Priest and the Devil in the Nordic Countries - 
Terry Gunnell, Ph.D., Professor of Folkloristics,  

University of Iceland, Reykjavik
A number of famous Lutheran clerics of the past, seen as magicians, 

maintained a close relationship with the Devil. Somewhat humorous 

legends tell how the cleric managed to cheat not only the Devil but a 

number of other unsavory characters.

Reservation deadline for Saturday Lunch and Dinner: January 29, 2020

The World of John Bauer - Ernst F. Tonsing, Ph.D., Professor 

Emeritus of Religion and Greek, California Lutheran University  
John Bauer was one of Scandinavia’s greatest illustrators of folktales. 

Dr. Tonsing will discuss Bauer’s short life and show many of his 

unforgettable visions of elegant princesses, befuddled giants and 

curious trolls.

12:00 noon  Lunch, Lundring Events Center  
1:30 p.m.    Samuelson Chapel

How to Find and Identify Supernatural Creatures: Notes 
from Work with the Danish Troll Security Agency -  
Timothy Tangherlini, Ph.D., Professor of Folkloristics, Scandinavian 

Section, UCLA

Dr. Tangherlini has worked closely with Danish institutions on devising 

methods for understanding the immense folklore collections. In the 

course of his talk, he will explore the dominant supernatural beings, 

from the wet and wild merfolk, to the dangerous basilisks, serpents and 

water horses, to the more peaceful hidden folk, to the mischievous and 

occasionally homicidal nisse.

Scandinavian Folk Songs, Tales, and Legends - A Musical 
Journey Through the Centuries - Ann-Marita Garsed, 

Norwegian Singer, Songwriter, Storyteller and Performer based in  
Los Angeles

Nordic folk legends and mythical creatures have been depicted in 

traditional folk songs throughout the centuries. In many of these stories 

the supernatural world and the human world meet when the music of 

one is heard by the other.

Local Sounds, Local Legends: Sámi Ways of 
Commemorating Beings and Places -  
Thomas DuBois, Ph.D., Halls-Bascom Professor of Scandinavian 

Studies and Folklore, University of Wisconsin

Through a distinctive vocal music tradition, Sámi people express 

relationships between themselves and others—be these people, 

animals, supernatural entities or places. Joiks become a way of 

communicating about relationships and of telling stories about others. 

Saturday admission is $50 (meals not included); free for students and 

Cal Lutheran faculty and staff.

SATURDAY EVENING

Lundring Events Center, California Lutheran University

5:30 – 6:45 p.m. Social Hour
7:00  p.m. Dinner  
 Storytelling by our distinguished presenters

Reservations required. Dinner admission is $40. 

Early registration deadline: January 20, 2020.  

Meal registration deadline: January 29, 2020.

For information contact Howard at (805) 497-3717 

or email hrockstad@gmail.com.

                    

Cover: Art by John Bauer

There were dragons in old Scandinavia—you can see them peeking out from the eaves of stave churches, gobbling runes on granite 
stones, or writhing over the surfaces of bowls and broaches—and there were other creatures—giants, spirits good and bad, and strange, 
mischievous creatures that inhabited the forests, lakes, and seas around the countries—also trolls—those misshapen creatures with hairy 
bodies, big ears, and even bigger noses, looking like the tormented memory of mastodons that once roamed the forests and fields—and 
ghosts, too.

The stories long told in front of hearths, around campfires, and even in sermons in churches are vast and varied, and are increasingly 
the subject of study. The Nordic Spirit Symposium will host prominent scholars in the field who will bring the latest insights into Magic, 
Creatures, and Legends, through story, analysis, painting, and song; how to recognize these supernatural creatures, what to do when one 
encounters them, how to understand the thin veil between reality and the ghostly, and what spells to use when one hears a twig crack in 
the woods or glimpses a shadow among the rocks behind you.
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